**Mortar Board And Mace Plan New Program**

What does it mean to have a new program? Does it mean to do something rather than anything? Does it mean to have no idea? No, it means to have no idea what to do next! Mortar Board, the organization that plans and directs the annual spring prom to be held Saturday evening, is planning a new program for its members. The new program will be held Saturday evening, and will feature a variety of activities, including a prom, a dance, and a variety of entertainment options. The new program is expected to be a huge success, and members of the Mortar Board are excited to see what it has in store for them.

**Garman Gets High Honor From Prom King**

One glance at Garman's personality and you see that he is the type of person who likes to have fun. He is seen walking down the street with a smile on his face, and he is always ready to lend a helping hand. This is why he was chosen to be the Prom King, and why he is now being honored by the Prom Queen.

**Name Five New Members to Phi Beta Kappa**

Adrianson, Glasow, Linquist, Simmons and Werbe are chosen.

In Conversation yesterday the five senior women elected to Phi Beta Kappa, the special election of 1942, were announced by Dr. A. H. Woodson, Dean of Men. Adrianson, Glasow, Betty Linquist, Madeline Bohlen and Betty Weiriner are the new members chosen.

Adrianson is a psychology major and will continue her studies at the University of Minnesota. Glasow is a German major and will go on to graduate school in Germany. Simmons is a French major and will spend a year studying in France. Linquist is a history major and will take a year off to travel. Simmons will stay in the United States and Weiriner will go to England.

**Burger, Gasway To Direct Plays**

Girls to Give Plays On Tuesday, March 31

As Part of Class Work

Burgie Burger and Christian Gasway, professors of English, have announced that plays will be given on the stage of the auditorium on Tuesday, March 31. The plays will be directed by Burger and Gasway, and will be written and acted by students in the English department. The plays are expected to be a success, and are a great way for students to get involved in theater and to develop their skills.

**Garman Gets High Honor From Prom King**

One glance at Garman's personality and you see that he is the type of person who likes to have fun. He is seen walking down the street with a smile on his face, and he is always ready to lend a helping hand. This is why he was chosen to be the Prom King, and why he is now being honored by the Prom Queen.

**Name Five New Members to Phi Beta Kappa**

Adrianson, Glasow, Linquist, Simmons and Werbe are chosen.
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Adrianson is a psychology major and will continue her studies at the University of Minnesota. Glasow is a German major and will go on to graduate school in Germany. Simmons is a French major and will spend a year studying in France. Linquist is a history major and will take a year off to travel. Simmons will stay in the United States and Weiriner will go to England.

**Burger, Gasway To Direct Plays**

Girls to Give Plays On Tuesday, March 31

As Part of Class Work

Burgie Burger and Christian Gasway, professors of English, have announced that plays will be given on the stage of the auditorium on Tuesday, March 31. The plays will be directed by Burger and Gasway, and will be written and acted by students in the English department. The plays are expected to be a success, and are a great way for students to get involved in theater and to develop their skills.
Here are a few shots of the In- 

aac a cappella choir on the 1942 tour. 

1. Practicing diligently before the tour at the Con. 
2. The Judge prays just before the Milwaukee concert. 
3. Marshall and Judge pleased with the press reports. 
4. Dinner in the Pompien room at the Congress Sunday noon. 
5. Shirley Emmons prepares to sing "Habanera" from Carmen. 
6. Dinner in the Rainbo room of the Faust with prominent alumni after the concert at Rockford. 
7. The Judge gives some last minute instructions before the final set of numbers. 
8. The choristers walk back to the Congress from a Monday noon rehearsal at the Goodman theatre. 
9. Shirley Emmons prepares to sing "Habanera" from Carmen. 
10. Jean Green poses in formal attire—look at those shoes!
11. Miss Andrus fixing one of the many tired and sore throats; this singer is Jane Malm. 
12. The Blots perform as guests of the floor show in the Rainbo room at Rockford. 
13. In the bus and off to Rockford for more concerts. 
14. Jean Green poses in formal attire—look at those shoes! 
15. Jean Green poses in formal attire—look at those shoes!
16. Miss Andrus fixing one of the many tired and sore throats; this singer is Jane Malm. 
17. The Judge opens his present in the Peacock restaurant in Oshkosh on a "time out" period on the last stretch for home. Mess has turned winter!
**Weekend Brings Prom and Presentation of Beauties**

By Nee Holman

March is at last According to your bulletin, as well as your calendar, the only sensational occasion—

**FROM**. What does that mean to Lawrenceans? Well, that's when they watch the mystery beauty queens be paraded into Deum King — Chapter Garnet, and his Queen of the Bachelor Class— that's when they learn who will be Prom King and Queen. And somehow they are thinking about all year—

Another important preparations appearing on the horizon of Lawrenceans. The Sophomore and Junior King and Queen will be presented to Prom King Lawrenceans? Well, that's when they learn who will be Prom Queen.

As soon as the bomb start dropping, run like b—. It doesn't matter where, as long as you run like b—.

A. Wear track shoes if possible;
B. If you are in a movie or taxi, grab a passenger and run.
C. If in a railroad compartment, throw your ticket at the engineer.
D. If you are in a car, wear a seat belt.
E. If you are in a boat, wear a life jacket.
F. If you are in a building, go to the nearest air-raid shelter.
G. If you are in a hospital, go to the nearest operating room.
H. If you are in a church, go to the nearest pew.
I. If you are in a school, go to the nearest classroom.
J. If you are in a store, go to the nearest exit.
K. If you are in a theater, go to the nearest exit.
L. If you are in a movie theatre, go to the nearest exit.
M. If you are in a bus, go to the nearest exit.
N. If you are in a train, go to the nearest exit.
O. If you are in a car, go to the nearest exit.
P. If you are in a plane, go to the nearest exit.
Q. If you are in a ship, go to the nearest exit.
R. If you are in a boat, go to the nearest exit.
S. If you are in a school, go to the nearest exit.
T. If you are in a church, go to the nearest exit.
U. If you are in a hospital, go to the nearest exit.
V. If you are in a store, go to the nearest exit.
W. If you are in a movie theatre, go to the nearest exit.
X. If you are in a bus, go to the nearest exit.
Y. If you are in a train, go to the nearest exit.
Z. If you are in a car, go to the nearest exit.

**NEW PHI BETA KAPPA MEMBERS**—Pictured above are the new Phi Beta Kappas who were chosen at the spring election held last Tuesday. Top row, left to right, Joan Glasow, Madeleine Simmons and Jean Adriansen. Bottom row, left to right, Betty Lindquist and Betty Webber.

**Baker Is Chosen**

Vice President

Louis C. Baker, head of the French department, who has distinguished himself as a professor of Modern Languages, has been chosen as a new vice-president of the Phi Beta Kappa chapter in almost every college in the United States. This is the first time that Lawrence publicity office, located in the basement of the Library, in photography of students and activity announcements for public sale for the first time, at prices ranging from 4 for $.50 to $1.00. There will be scenes of the best loved freshmen week, alumni dinner, etc., the new quick, Phi Beta Kappa activities, faculty and student stories. The job of this will be to sell pictures of students and their friends to alumni and friends of the college.

**Spanish Club Meets**

There will be a meeting of the Spanish Club at the Conservative Club on Thursday at 7:30. The program of Spanish Music will be presented—The Spanish Club students. A special sale of photographs of students and their friends to alumni and friends of the college.

**Prom Tomorrow**

Publicity Office to Sell Photographs of Campus Activities

During the next week, there will be a special sale of photographs of the Lawrence campus and activities. The sale will be held in the Lawrence publicity office, located in the basement of the Library, in photography of students and activity announcements for public sale for the first time, at prices ranging from 4 for $.50 to $1.00. There will be scenes of the best loved freshmen week, alumni dinner, etc., the new quick, Phi Beta Kappa activities, faculty and student stories. The job of this will be to sell pictures of students and their friends to alumni and friends of the college.

**EASTER CARDS for the WHOLE FAMILY**

Fils and Developing

Send Pictures Home For EASTER

**IDEAL PHOTO and GIFT SHOP**

**SADDLE with red rubber sport bottom**


$5.95

French Pastries $0.50 each

ELM TREE

Bakery

Phone 7000

Heckert Shoe Co.

119 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

Note — New Patent Oxfords

will help make the Prom a success

Voigt's Drug Store

"You Know the Place"

Phone 754-755

134 E. College Ave.

**BETWEEN CLASSES** and **AFTER SCHOOL**

try our fountain service

**Light Lunches**

Malted Milks

Sodas

Sundaes

**IDEAL PHOTO and GIFT SHOP**

**Voigt's Drug Store**

"You Know the Place"

Phone 754-755

134 E. College Ave.
Summer Session Keeps Lawrence In the Field of More Modern Colleges

Lawrence college has again made another step that will keep it in the category of the most modern educational institutions in the country. It has made adjustments in its program that are appropriate to the seriousness of the war effort.

First, it has accelerated the present semester. Second, it has inaugurated a summer school session by which students may graduate in February or complete their college career by as much as one year. This step is being done primarily for the benefit of a class of students, namely, those who are expecting to be called into the armed services and who hope to be able to finish study or at least a large part as is possible, of their college work before induction.

A Lawrence man who may be affected should not hesitate to take advantage of this possible opportunity to assist in the development of their college program. Even present juniors may take the summer session and finish their work in February. The cost for this session has been set as low as possible in order that many more of the students who find it practical might attend.

What are Vacations for? Can't We Have Them Without Assignments

J ust a word or two to a great percentage of the Lawrence community members. What is a vacation for? Upon asking a large number of students we find that many of them think that they have an assignment every day of their first day of school vacation.

A view of the acceleration and a shorter vacation we feel that the profs should have a little and a great deal of a "vacation" instead of compelling them to spend half of the few days allotted them in studying.

In the Doghouse

Shirag vacation quite possibly means more than a respite from school and a chance for most to de-stress. It does suggest that it’s perhaps more than a start of rest or release, that it might well have been the start of the good times. (Thursday) The third week of Lawrence’s vacation is in the top drawer for me. In Down in Cowtown, Could Some Gentleman Please . . .

For instance, just how long before that hole in the ground came back to the Goodman and was greeted with 19 sa-

songwriters, who, as a rule, are the problem solving machine. The first attraction of the Series “I Said No,” piano, has been given by Wesley Tippen and James Jones. These two pianists, with their appealing act of Green Bay, Thursday, March 28. They were visiting from Milwaukee with the Student Teachers’ Fellowship Guild and went to Milwaukee to see the opera. An enthusiastic audience of music lovers, the following num-

Library Notes

Eighteen new books have been recently purchased for the library and they are now on display in the Library, which is located in the lower left corner of the Administration Building.

In the Beloit College Library of the John G. Funk Collection, a comprehensive list of the books on the subject of "The Holy and the Profane" is now on display. The collection includes a wide variety of books on the subject of "The Holy and the Profane." The books are arranged in alphabetical order by author.

The library has recently received a new collection of books on the subject of "Modern Art." The collection includes a wide variety of books on the subject of "Modern Art." The books are arranged in alphabetical order by author.

The library has recently received a new collection of books on the subject of "Modern Art." The collection includes a wide variety of books on the subject of "Modern Art." The books are arranged in alphabetical order by author.

Recent additions to the Library's collection include a new collection of books on the subject of "Modern Art." The collection includes a wide variety of books on the subject of "Modern Art." The books are arranged in alphabetical order by author.

Children's literature is also well represented in the Library's collection. A new collection of books on the subject of "Children's Literature" has been received. The collection includes a wide variety of books on the subject of "Children's Literature." The books are arranged in alphabetical order by author.
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**THE LAWRENTIAN**

**Election Turley as New Swim Captain**

Turley, midwestern university backstroke champion, was named captain of the Lawrence college swimming team, Turley, who holds the conference backstroke record, set last year, has never been defeated, Lawrence, present conference champions, is expected to be stronger next year with the addition of three promising sophomores.

**Vikes Finish Swim Season**

**Lost Meet to Milwaukee Teacher’s**

The swimming season was brought to a close when our Midwest conference champions were captained by the Milwaukee Elks Teacher’s college to the tune of 86-48. Lawrence was leading 25-20 with only the diving and two relay events remaining. At this point, however, the teachers exploded with a first and a second in the diving event and a second place in both relays with the meet closed.

**的通知**

**Michigan and Ohio**

Lemons of Knox, last year’s individual scoring and his average per game was second only to that of (Jordy Huber of Monmouth.

**Beloit.**

**Processed by**

**Judge Denney perhaps substituted more than any coach in the conference with the possible exception of Louis Means of Beloit.**

No man on the team was indispensable as was proven on a few occasions... Dick Miller played in two less games than the leading eight scorers in the conference and still was sixth in individual scoring and his average per game was second only to that of Gobey Huber of Monmouth.

**The Phil Tau really threw the**

**Fistry**

**One year ago this issue:** Jim Fieweger was operated on for appendicitis, and the team won the basketball machine just before vacation. A 21 to 11 victory, the Phi Tau’s only win all season, deprived the Betas of a championship. At this point, however, the Betas tightened up for the rest of the afternoon as the Phi Tau played first class offensive and defensive ball.

**something NEW has come to Appleton**

Proudly we announce the acquisition of American’s finest line of men’s shoes.

To you fellows who know fine shoes BOSTONIANS need no introduction — their famed walk-fitted comfort and style individually made them the Country favorites of college men.

The new Spring BOSTONIANS are Here — ready for you in your size and favorite style. Come in TODAY and NOW for your poor white stocks are complete.

$8.95 to $12.00

**NATIONALLY FAMOUS**
Predict Fine Golf Season

Six High Ranking Men Turn Out for Viking Golf Team

Lawrence college will present its best team this spring season. At least that is the present outlook, where Coach Bruce Hamilton has six men, who have the ability to assemble a team that will have a good record. These six men, however, do not represent the entire talent of the school and it is to these men that the coach will look to improve his team to the accelerated college academic glory.

In vades the Viking campus. And -.

Greek Sports

BY BOB ALVIS

FINAL STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phi Delta</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig Eps</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Taus</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betas</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Phi Tau pulled off a Superman story on the over-confident Betas on the Tuesday before vacation and took the lead by eight points and the Betas, without either Bollin or Retza they bring the same into second place behind the Phi Delta and ahead of the Sig Eps. The Phi Delta clinched the title by beating the Sig Eps in the same day by a score of 36-12.

Dave Maxwell was the main scorers in the Phi Taus while he got off three baskets he was a potential scorer all the time and kept the title by beating the Sig Eps on the defensive much of the game. The Phi Taus led at the half by eight points and the Betas, trying too hard, never threatened their lead in the second frame.

The Phi Delta piled up 14 point advantage on the Sig Eps in the first half and although the winners experienced difficulty with the Sig Eps zone defense in the second half, easily coasted to victory. The Sig Eps tried to contain the Phi Delta with arithmetic of offense and defense. The Sig Eps were playing at a disadvantage while the Phi Delta made their first appearance in the state badminton Tournament and to wish him luck. —The Phi Taus—19 | Betas—11

The Phi Delts cinched the title by beating the Sig Eps on the same day by a score of 36-12. The Phi Delts make their first appearance in the state badminton Tournament and to wish him luck.

THE KING AND QUEEN FOR PROM—Having cakes at the union, George Garmon, king of the Lawrence college prom tomorrow night and Jean Haglund, the girl he chose to lead the grand march with him, were caught in this informal pose. The prom, one of the leading social events of the college year, will be held at Alexander gymnasium. (Post-Crescent Photo.)

Set Up Program For Track Team
Team is Weakened by Loss of Orwig, Jones

The 1945 track schedule finds no room for a dual meet with Beloit and the date of the state meet may interfere with exams as Carroll and still sensitive.

This year's team will be weaker than last year's, after losing one of the track team's main men, Orwig, the team is bound to be weaker. Jim Fieweger remains the star of the team on the line of the mile. Fieweger was the high point man of the evening at the Illinois Tech Relay and the Midwest in-door meet at Northland college.

Jim Battinah, "Bing" Holway and Wally Patten are consistent individual men like Orwig.

Did You Know?

$50.00 will buy a M-I Garand Rifle. $100 to $500.00 will buy various heavy cast demolition bombs. $50.00 to $100.00 will buy machine guns of various types and calibers. $4,500.00 will buy a 37MM anti-tank gun. $10,000.00 will buy a 105MM anti-aircraft gun. $12,000.00 will buy a light tank. $25,000.00 will buy a 50MM anti-aircraft gun.


The pressure is on, and weiler. Jim Fieweger remains the top notch condition early in May, and the Phi Taus who had hold the spotlight until bank. But with getting our first chance to see the defending champions beat the Betas in the other match, the Sig Eps pushed the high up with the Sig Eps. The Sig Eps went out of the tourney by the entry of the local steamrollers.
Locke Displays Art Project
On Second Floor of Library

Pat Locke, senior art student, has recently completed a project now being displayed on the second floor in the library. She selected articles from several Appianae stores and rated them from their standpoint of artistic value and utility.

In choosing the subjects for her project she sought to demonstrate good and bad points in articles of clothing, objects of decoration and furnishing. Beside each object she placed a score sheet on which she had written her comments. A cigarette box and cigarette lighter are typical of Pat's display. She rated the box "good" and criticized: "The function of this object is distorted and obscured by forcing it to receive its light from its real duties—to do this is to create waste of air. It is made out of cheap metal glittered over to create the effect of richness. These details have been done carelessly."

Other subjects which Pat has criticized are still life paintings, maps, tables and coffee pots. The painting "Dogfight, it's happy landing for our fighter after a raid or dogfight" is by Tom Sherbert. It fascinates attention upon the center of interest, while the "bad" object creates a cluttered effect. The tables demonstrate good and bad taste. One set attempts to limit bamboo, and the other is beautiful in its simplicity.

Pat goes too deeply into the practicality of the decorated cigarette pot and the newer glass type. She almost dispenses the artistic element in trying to point out the advantages of the glass models. However, such a project of contrast is difficult, and on the whole Pat has shown a sure knowledge of artistic principles in her project. A display of a typical girl's party costume and the outfit for the baccalaureate services. This project Pat has only described and differentiated between the critical good and bad taste. She believes the girl should be able to select clothing and decorative articles tastefully and artistically made especially evi­ dently.

In contrast Pat selected a cigarette container fashioned in the shape of a wheelbarrow. Pat rated it "bad" and criticized: "This function of this piece is distorted and obscured by forcing it to receive its light from its real duties—to do this is to create waste of air. It is made out of cheap metal glittered over to create the effect of richness. These details have been done carelessly."

Other subjects which Pat has criticized are still life paintings, maps, tables and coffee pots. The painting "Dogfight, it's happy landing for our fighter after a raid or dogfight" is by Tom Sherbert. It fascinates attention upon the center of interest, while the "bad" object creates a cluttered effect. The tables demonstrate good and bad taste. One set attempts to limit bamboo, and the other is beautiful in its simplicity.

Pat goes too deeply into the practicality of the decorated cigarette pot and the newer glass type. She almost dispenses the artistic element in trying to point out the advantages of the glass models. However, such a project of contrast is difficult, and on the whole Pat has shown a sure knowledge of artistic principles in her project. A display of a typical girl's party costume and the outfit for the baccalaureate services. This project Pat has only described and differentiated between the critical good and bad taste. She believes the girl should be able to select clothing and decorative articles tastefully and artistically made especially evi­ dently.

Cooperating in the display is Thelda's Good clothing, Wauwatosa's, Hotel Gift shop, Treasure Box Gift shop, James McCheney and co., and Langston Electric shop.

Prom Tomorrow

Driessen Dairy
You have found the real
303 E. Calumet
Phone 5035

More pleasure for
LA VILLA

For Good
Dine at

Parker
Fountain Pens
Loose Leaf Paper
Ring Books
Royal Typewriters
214 E. College Ave.
GENERAL OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.

Kodaks
Photo Supplies
and

Finishing

Koch
Photo
Shop
231 E. College

Announce Prize Contest Group
Entertain High School Seniors; Students at College Dormitories

Approximately 150 high school seniors from four states participated in this year's Lawrence scholars contest held Saturday, March 14. 99 competed in the college contest and 34 in the conservatory.

A program was presented for the contestantes Friday night in Main hall, which had a capacity number of by Shirley Emmons, Dayton Graham, and the Beta Rho as well as two open meets. These entertainers who came over 100 miles started in the dormitories Friday night.

Saturday the contests took place. The college contestants took examinations in their special fields in the morning and in the afternoon in history. Those from the conservatory took certain fields were given. The contests for the main groups, on the other hand, consisted of individual auditions before members of the Conservatory faculty.

Lunch at Ormsby, Brokaw, and others were served Saturday noon the entrants.

Other subjects which Pat has con­ sidered are bamboo, Oriental rugs, colored glassware, and in Ormsby for the conservatory. Further entertainment was presented by the fraternity dances Saturday night.

On the whole, according to Dean McCheney, the Lawrence students showed an accurate knowledge of their special fields in the conservatory. The Lawrence choirs amaze its new listeners by its power and versatility, which finds it handling difficult numbers that are generally

Garrison to Speak At Commencement
Dean Lloyd K. Garrison of the University of Wisconsin will be the speaker at the 39th Lawrence college commencement exercises to be held at 2:30 p. m. Sunday afternoon, May 3.

For the first time Lawrence's graduation exercises will be held on a Sunday afternoon, the same day as the baccalaureate services. This licensing of the program has been brought about by the weekday schedule in the war effort. Lawrence college summer session will open June 1.

Shown away from by similar organizations. Those who have previously heard the Waterman group have been impressed with the Waterman group have been impressed with the voice and strength of it's members. The Waterman group have been impressed with the voice and strength of it's members.

The Lawrence choir amazes its new listeners by its power and versatility, which finds it handling difficult numbers that are generally

BELLING'S DRUG STORE
Complete Line of Cosmetics

204 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin
Phone 131

We Pay More Than
$2,000,000 A WEEK
into the U. S. Treasury for the Tax Stamps necessary for one week's output of Chesterfields.

Here's what this would buy for defense in one year:

2,000 SMALL TORPEDO BOATS
5,200 37-mm. ANTI- AIRCRAFT GUNS
1,300,000 GARAND RIFLES

BUY U. S. DEFENSE BONDS AND STAMPS TODAY

S AF E T Y B A C K k e e p s o u r  d a g h - f i g h t s , i t ' s h a p­

More Arms for America
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Debates Represent Law at Oyez
Executive Debate Club teams take in

An evening, Committee for a
Conservatory

The debates between the
Frederick
Grady

Club students entered
in the national contest. A
Con side-erab­-

Debates represent Law at Oyez

It was student
groups who did for
campaigns for
debate, for
debates.
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